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Deployment Overview
Before you can deploy RSA NetWitness® Suite in Azure you need to:

l Understand the requirements of your enterprise.

l Know the scope of a NetWitness Suite deployment.

When you are ready to begin the deployment:

l Make sure that you have a NetWitness Suite "Throughput" license.

l Use Chrome for your browser (Internet Explorer is not supported).

Azure Environment Recommendations
Azure instances have the same functionality as the NetWitness Suite hardware hosts. RSA
recommends that you perform the following tasks when you set up your Azure environment.

l Based on the resource requirements of the different components, follow best practices to use
the system and dedicated storage appropriately.

l Build Concentrator directory for index database on SSD.

Abbreviations and Other Terminology Used in this Guide

Abbreviations Description

Azure Azure is Microsoft's public cloud computing platform. It provides a

range of cloud services, including those for compute, analytics, storage

and networking. You can pick and choose from these services to

develop and scale new applications, or run existing applications, in the

public cloud.

BYOL Bring your own licensing

CPU Central Processing Unit

EPS Events Per Second

GB Gigabyte. 1GB = 1,000,000,000 bytes
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Abbreviations Description

Gb Gigbit. 1Gb = 1,000,000,000 bits.

Gbps Gigabits per second or billions of bits per second. It measures

bandwidth on a digital data transmission medium such as optical fiber.

GHz GigaHertz 1 GHz = 1,000,000,000 Hz

HDD Hard Disk Drive

IOPS Input/Output Operations Per Second

Mbps Megabits per second or millions of bits per second. It measures

bandwidth on a digital data transmission medium such as optical fiber.

On-Premise On-premise hosts are installed and run on computers on the premises

(in the building) of the organization using the hosts, rather than in the

Azure.

RAM Random Access Memory (also known as memory)

Security Set of firewall rules. Refer to Deployment: Network Architecture and

Ports (https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-83050) for a comprehensive

list of the ports you must set up for all NetWitness Suite components.

SSD Solid-State Drive

vCPU Virtual Central Processing Unit (also known as a virtual processor)

VHD Virtual Hard Disk

VM Virtual Machine

vRAM Virtual Random Access Memory. This is the memory for a virtual

machine.
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Azure Deployment Scenarios
The following diagrams illustrate some common Azure deployment scenarios. In the diagrams,
the:

l Log Decoder receives logs collected by the Log Collector. The Log Collector collects log
events from hundreds of devices and event sources.

l Concentrator indexes metadata extracted from network or log data and makes it available
for enterprise-wide querying and real-time analytics while facilitating reporting and alerting.

l Endpoint Hybrid is used for collection of endpoint data. The Endpoint Hybrid comprises of
and Endpoint Server, Log Decoder, and a Concentrator.

l NetWitness Server hosts Respond, Reporting Engine, Investigate, RSA Live,
Administration, Endpoint Hybrid/Log Hybrid and other aspects of the user interface.

Full NetWitness Suite Stack Azure Visibility

This diagram shows all NetWitness Suite components (full stack) deployed in Azure.
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Hybrid Deployment - Log Decoder

This diagram shows the Log Decoder and Archiver deployed in Azure with all other NetWitness
Suite components deployed on your premises.

Supported Services
RSA provides the following NetWitness Suite services.

l NetWitness Server

l Admin Server

l Config Server

l Investigate Server

l Orchestration Server

l Reporting Engine

l Respond Server

l Security Server

l Archiver

l Broker
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l Concentrator

l Event Stream Analysis

l Log Decoder

l Remote Log Collector

l Endpoint Server
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VM Configuration Recommendations

Note: These recommendations were qualified for RSA Security Analytics 10.6.4. These
recommendations can be used as a baseline for 11.1.0.0 and adjusted as needed.

Note: For a description of terms and abbreviations used in this topic, refer to Deployment
Overview.

This topic contains the minimum Azure VM configuration settings recommended for the
NetWitness Suite (NW) virtual stack components.

l VM:

o The recommended settings in the NetWitness Suite component VM tables below were
calculated under the following conditions.

o Ingestion rates of 15,000 EPS were used.

o All the components were integrated.

o The Log stream included a Log Decoder, Concentrator, and Archiver.

o Incident Management was receiving alerts from the Reporting Engine and Event Stream
Analysis.

o The background load included reports, charts, alerts, investigation, and incident
management.

l VHD (Storage)
Contact RSA Customer Support (https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-1294) for assistance
on how to increase the number of volumes based on your the storage requirements using the
RSA Sizing & Scoping Calculator.

Note: For higher EPS rates, the Concentrator index volume must be allocated SSDs.

VM Sizing

Component EPS Compute VM Size

Archiver 15,000 No of CPU: 16

Memory: 112 GB

Standard D14 v2
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VM Sizing

Component EPS Compute VM Size

Broker 15,000 No of CPU: 4

Memory: 14 GB

Standard DS3 v2

Concentrator 15,000 No of CPU: 16

Memory: 112 GB

Standard DS14 v2

ESA and Context Hub 15,000 No of CPU: 20

Memory: 140 GB

Standard D15 v2

Log Collector 15,000

NON SSL

No of CPU: 8

Memory: 16 GB

Standard F8

Log Decoder 15,000 No of CPU: 16

Memory: 112 GB

Standard D14 v2

NW Server* 15,000 No of CPU: 16

Memory: 112 GB

Standard D14 v2

*Reporting Engine, Respond, and Health & Wellness can be co-located on NetWitness Server host.
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Deployment Rules and Checklist
This topic contains the rules and high-level tasks provides you must follow to deploy RSA
NetWitness® Suite components in the Azure.

Rules
You must adhere to the following rules when deploying NetWitness Suite in Azure.

l Always use private IP addresses when you provision Azure NetWitness SuiteVMs.

l Before you enable the out-of-the-box (OOTB) dashboards, set the default data source in
Reporting Engine configuration page.

Checklist

Step Description √

1. Step 1. Deploy NW Server Host in Azure

2. Step 2. Deploy Component Core Services in Azure

3. Step 3. Configure Host VMs in NetWitness Suite

Deployment Rules and Checklist 12
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Step 1. Deploy NW Server Host in Azure
Complete the following tasks to deploy a NetWitness Server (NW Server) on a virtual machine
(VM) in the Azure Cloud environment.

Note: It is not mandatory to deploy the SA Server in the Azure Cloud environment to deploy
other components (see Azure Deployment Scenarios).

l Task 1. - Upload NW Server VHDs

l Task 2. - Create NW Server Image

l Task 3. - Create Virtual Machine (VM)

Task 1. - Upload NW Server VHDs

Complete the following steps to upload NW Server VHDs to Azure.

1. Contact RSA Customer Support (https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-1294) to open a
support case requesting the NW Server VHDs. A valid throughput license will be required.

2. Customer Support will update the case with VHD URI's.

3. Via the Azure Portal, open the Powershell CLI.

l You’ll need a storage account, blob service and container setup. This is where the VHD’s
will be copied to. After these are in place, you can execute the following command within

13 Deployment Rules and Checklist
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the Azure Portal Powershell CLI. Alternatively, you can also run these commands from
the Powershell in your workstation:

a. Run this command from Powershell to install AzureRM: Install-Module -Name

AzureRM –AllowClobber

b. Execute this command to verify the installation process has been successfully done:
Import-Module -Name AzureRM

c. If you find any error regarding execution policy then execute this command: - Set-

ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned (then repeat step b)

d. (Optional) If you are running the commands from the Powershell in your workstation,
login to your Azure account using this command: Login-AzureRmAccount

e. Select the Subscription: Select-AzureRmSubscription -SubscriptionId

<subscriptionid>

f. Create a target context: $targetStorageContext = (Get-

AzureRmStorageAccount -ResourceGroupName <resource-group-name> –

Name <storage-account-name>).Context

g. Start the copy: Start-AzureStorageBlobCopy -AbsoluteUri “<SAS-URL>” -

DestContainer <container-name> -DestBlob <destination-blob-name> -

DestContext $targetStorageContext

h. You can get the Blob copy status by executing this command: Get-
AzureStorageBlobCopyState -Blob "< destination-blob-name>" -

Container "<container-name> " –Context $targetStorageContext

4. Once the VHD’s are successfully copied. You’ll need to create an image and VM.

5. Verify that all the NW Server VHDs are uploaded into the Azure Cloud.

Note: Alternatively, you can use the Microsoft Azure Storage Explorer windows utility
(http://storageexplorer.com/) to verify that all the VHDs from the following location
subscription exist. This utility helps you manage the contents your storage.

Deployment Rules and Checklist 14
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a. Log in to the Azure portal (https://portal.azure.com).

b. In the right panel, click Storage accounts > netwitnessazurestorage1 > Blob service >
nwazurevhdstore.

6. (Optional) In the Azure Explorer, go to the NetWitness group > Storage Accounts >
netwitnessazurestorage1) > Blob Containers > nwazurevhdstore). The following screen shot
shows you an example of the contents of a storage container.

15 Deployment Rules and Checklist
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Task 2. - Create NW Server Image

Complete the following steps to create an NW Server image in Azure from upload VHDs.

1. Log in to https://portal.azure.com.

2. In the left panel, clickMore Services and filter by Images.

3. Click Images.

4. Create and configure the Image.

a. Click Add.

b. Enter an Image Name, select the correct Resource Group, select a valid Location, and
set the OS Disk to Linux.

Deployment Rules and Checklist 16
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In the Storage blob, browse to where VHDs are uploaded.

c. Make sure that Standard (HDD) is selected for Account Type.
The following screen shot illustrates a completed Create Image view.

d. Click Create to create the Image.
The following confirmation is displayed when the image is created.
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Task 3. Create Virtual Machine (VM)

Complete the following steps to create a VM in Azure using the SA Server image.

1. Go to Images and click Create VM.

The 1 Basics - Configure basic settings section is in focus.

2. Define values for all of the fields.

a. In the Name field, enter a user-defined name (for example, NWServer1100).

b. In the VM disk type field, select HDD from the drop-down list.

Caution: The username and password that you define is used to login to the system as
a non-administrator user. Do not use the root user (the login does not have superuser
permissions). You must change the root password the first time that you log in to the
VM by executing the su passwd root command. This is a critical step and should
not be missed. You cannot use root for a username (Azure-specific).

c. In the User name field, enter a valid username.

d. In the Authentication type field, click Password and enter a strong password that is a
combination of lowercase, uppercase, numeral and a symbol (for example,
Password@123).

e. Make sure that the values selected in the Subscription, Resource group and Location
fields are correct.
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f. Click OK.

The 2 Size - Choose virtual machine size section is in focus.

3. Click size-required-based-on-capacity (for example, F8 Standard), and click Select.

Note: Sizing is based upon the capacity requirements of your enterprize (see VM
Configuration Recommendations for RSA VM size recommendations based on log capture
rates. The minimum size RSA recommends for the SA Server is F8 Standard.
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The 3 Settings – Configure optional features section is in focus.

4. Click and define the fields.

a. In the Storage field, make sure that Use manage disks is set to Yes.

b. In the Network field, select:

l A valid Virtual network and Subnet.

l None for the Public IP address.
RSA recommends None for the Public IP address (this is not mandatory). You can
assign a public IP address, but it countermands Best Practices to assign a public IP to
something that is based in the Azure cloud.

l A valid Network security group.
For information on Network security groups, see the Microsoft Azure documentation
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(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-nsg).

c. In the Monitoring field, select:

l Enabled for Boot Diagnostics

l Enabled for Guest OS diagnostics

l a valid Diagnostics storage account

21 Deployment Rules and Checklist
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The following screen shot illustrates a completed Settings panel.

d. Click OK.
The 4 Summary – SAServerStagingImage section is in focus.
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5. Verify that the Validation passed, and click OK.

You know that the NW Server VM Deployment is successful when you see the VM status
as Running.
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6. Click Properties to view the IP Address details.

7. SSH to the VM using the username that you specified in Step 2d of Task 3 and reset the root
password. Use the su passwd root command string to reset the root password as shown
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in the following screen shot.

8. Close the current SSH session and open a new SSH session with root as the username and
the password created in the previous step.

Note: Step 8 is a critical, one-time step for a new deployment. If you do not complete this
step, the Security Analytics User Interface will not load.
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Step 2. Deploy Component Core Services in Azure
Complete the following procedure to configure core RSA NetWitness® Suite component
services on a virtual machines (VMs) in the Azure Cloud environment.

1. Go to azuremarketplace.microsoft.com and sign in with your credentials.

2. Search for RSA.

3. Click RSA NetWitness® Suite core service (for example, RSA NetWitness Concentrator)
and click Create.

Deployment Rules and Checklist 26
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The Create virtual machine wizard is displayed with the 1 Basics section is in focus.

4. Complete Basics.

a. Specify a VM Name (for example, Concentrator).

b. Select SSD for the VM disk typeof the Concentrator. Select HDD for all other
components.

Solid State Disk (SSD) performs better than a Hard Drive (HDD).

c. Select Password for Authentication type.

d. Enter your credentials (that is User name and Password) and Confirm Password.

e. Click OK.
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Azure validates your Basic specifications and the 2 Size section is in focus.

5. Click on the appropriate VM size (for example, Standard DS14 v2 for the Concentrator) for
the service and click Select for a VM Size.

See VM Configuration Recommendations for the VM sizes RSA recommends for each
service.

Azure validates your Size specifications and the 3 Settings section is in focus.
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6. Specify Settings.

a. In the Storage field, make sure Use manage disks is set to Yes .

b. Under Network:

l Adjust Virtual network, Subnet and Public IP address according to the
requirements of your network.

l Specify a valid Network security group.

For information on Network security groups, see the Microsoft Azure documentation
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-nsg). Refer
to Deployment: Network Architecture and Ports
(https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-83050) for a comprehensive list of the ports
you must set up for all RSA NetWitness® Suite components.

c. Click OK.
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Azure validates your VM and the 4 Purchase section is in focus.

7. Click Purchase to create the core RSA Security Analytics component service (for example,
Concentrator) VM in Azure.

8. Configure the host VM in RSA NetWitness® Suite 11.1.0.0.

See Step 3. Configure Host VMs in NetWitness Suite for instructions.

9. Repeat steps 1 through 8 inclusive for the rest of the core RSA NetWitness component
services.
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Step 3. Configure Host VMs in NetWitness Suite
Configure individual hosts and services as described in RSA NetWitness® Suite Host and
Services Configuration Guide. This guide also describes the procedures for applying updates and
preparing for version upgrades. 

Note: After you successfully create a VM, Azure assigns a default hostname to it. Refer to
"Change the Name and Hostname of a Host" see Edit a Host
(https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-84841) in the RSA NetWitness® Suite help for
instructions on changing a hostname.

1. SSH to the host using the credentials you specified in the 1 Basics section of the Create VM
wizard when you created the VM in Azure (in item 4d of Step 2. Deploy Component Core
Services in Azure).

2. Reset the password for root.

3. SSH to the host using root for username and the password created in the previous step and
provide NetWitness Suite an IP for provisioning.

Refer to the Installation Tasks section to install 11.1.0.0 on the NW Server Host.
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Installation Tasks

Task 1 - Install 11.1.0.0 on the NetWitness Server (NW Server) Host

Note: You can perform this task for RSANW-11.1.0.0.1245-Full-01 instance.

1. The nwsetup-tui command executed above initiates the Setup program and the EULA is
displayed.

Note: 1.) When you navigate through the Setup program prompts, use the down and up arrows
to move among fields, use Tab key to move to and from commands (such as <Yes>, <No>,
<OK>, and <Cancel>. Press Enter to register your command response and move to the next
prompt.
2.) The Setup program adopts the color scheme of the desktop or console you use access the
host.
3.) If you specify DNS servers during Setup program (nwsetup-tui) execution, they MUST
be valid (valid in this context means valid during setup) and accessible for the nwsetup-tui
to proceed. Any misconfigured DNS servers cause the Setup to fail. If you need to reach DNS
server after setup that unreachable during setup, (for example, to relocate a host after setup
that would have a different set of DNS Servers), see the "Post Installation Tasks" topic in the
Physical Host Installation Guide.
If you do not specify DNS Servers during setup (nwsetup-tui), you must select 1 The Local
Repo (on the NW Server) in the NetWitness Suite Update Repository prompt in step 12
(the DNS servers are not defined so the system cannot access the external repo).

2. Tab to Accept and press Enter.
The "Is this the NW Server" prompt is displayed.
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3. Tab to Yes and press Enter.
Choose No if you already installed 11.1.0.0 on the NW Server.

Caution: If you choose the wrong host for the NW Server and complete the Setup, you
must restart the Setup Program (step 2) and complete all the subsequent steps to correct
this error.

The Install or Upgrade prompt is displayed.

4. Press Enter (Install is selected by default).
The "Host Name" prompt is displayed.

5. Press Enter if want to keep this name. If not edit the host name, tab to OK, and press Enter
to change it.
The "Master Password prompt" is displayed.
The following list of characters are supported for Master Password and Deployment
Password:

l Symbols : ! @ # % ^ + ,

l Numbers :0-9
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l Lowercase Characters : a-z

l Uppercase Characters : A-Z
No ambiguous characters are supported for Master Password and Deployment Password
(for example: space { } [ ] ( ) / \ ' " ` ~ ; : . < > -.

6. Type in the Password, down arrow to Verify, retype the password, tab to OK, and press
Enter.
The "Deployment Password" prompt is displayed.

7. Type in the Password, down arrow to Verify, retype the password, tab to OK, and press
Enter.
If:
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l The Setup program finds a valid IP address for this host, the following prompt is
displayed.

Press Enter if you want to use this IP and avoid changing your network settings. Tab to
Yes and press Enter if you want to change the IP configuration found on the host.

l If you are using an SSH connection, the following warning is displayed.

Note: If you connect directly from the host console, the following warning will not be
displayed.

Press Enter to close warning prompt.

l If the Setup Program found an IP configuration and you chose to use it, the Update
Repository prompt is displayed. Go to step 12 to and complete the installation.

l If The Setup Program did not find an IP configuration or if you chose to change the
existing IP configuration, the Network Configuration prompt is displayed.

8. Tab to OK and press Enter to use Static IP.
If you want to use DHCP, down arrow to 2 Use DHCP and press Enter.
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The Network Configuration prompt is displayed.

9. Down arrow to the network interface you want, tab to OK, and press Enter. If you do not
want to continue, tab to Exit.
The Static IP Configuration prompt is displayed.

10. Type the configuration values (using the down arrow to move from field to field), tab to OK,
and press Enter.
If you do not complete all the required fields, an All fields are required error message is
displayed (Primary DNS Server, Secondary DNS Server, and Local Domain Name fields
are not required.)
If you use the wrong syntax or character length for any of the fields, an Invalid field-name
error message is displayed.

Caution: If you select DNS Server, make sure that the DNS Server is correct and the host
can access it before proceeding with the install.

The Update Repository prompt is displayed.
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11. If you select 2 An External Repo (on an externally-managed server), the UI prompts you
for a URL.

Enter the base URL of the NetWitness Suite external repo and click OK. The Start Install

prompt is displayed.

12. Apply the standard firewall configuration, press Enter.

l Disable the standard configuration, tab to Yes and press Enter.
The Disable firewall prompt is displayed.
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The disable firewall configuration confirmation prompt is displayed.

Tab to Yes and press Enter to confirm (press Enter to use standard firewall
configuration).

13. Press Enter to install 11.1.0.0 on the NW Server.
The Start Install prompt is displayed.

When "Installation complete" is displayed, you have installed the 11.1.0.0 NW Server on this
host.

Note: Ignore the hash code errors similar to the errors shown in the following screen shot
that are displayed when you initiate the nwsetup-tui command. Yum does not use MD5
for any security operations so they do not affect the system security.
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Task 2 - Install 11.1.0.0 on Other Component Hosts

Note: You can perform this task for RSANW-11.1.0.0.1245-Lite-01 instance.

1. Run the nwsetup-tui command to set up the host.

This initiates the Setup program and the EULA is displayed.

Note: 1.) When you navigate through the Setup program prompts, use the down and up arrows
to move among fields, use Tab key to move to and from commands (such as <Yes>, <No>,
<OK>, and <Cancel>. Press Enter to register your command response and move to the next
prompt.
2.) The Setup program adopts the color scheme of the desktop or console you use access the
host.
3.) If you specify DNS servers during Setup program (nwsetup-tui) execution, they MUST
be valid (valid in this context means valid during setup) and accessible for the nwsetup-tui
to proceed. Any misconfigured DNS servers cause the Setup to fail. If you need to reach DNS
server after setup that unreachable during setup, (for example, to relocate a host after setup
that would have a different set of DNS Servers), see the "Post Installation Tasks" topic in the
Physical Host Installation Guide..
If you do not specify DNS Servers during setup (nwsetup-tui), you must select 1 The Local
Repo (on the NW Server) in the NetWitness Suite Update Repository prompt in step 12
(the DNS servers are not defined so the system cannot access the external repo).

2. Tab to Accept and press Enter.

3. The "Is this the NW Server" prompt is displayed.

Tab to No and press Enter.
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Caution: If you choose the wrong host for the NW Server and complete the Setup, you must
restart the Setup Program (step 2) and complete all the subsequent steps to correct this error.

4. The Install or Upgrade prompt is displayed.

Press Enter (Install is selected by default).

5. The "Host Name" prompt is displayed.

Press Enter if want to keep this name. If not edit the host name, tab to OK, and press Enter
to change it.

6. The "Deployment Password" prompt is displayed.

Type in the Password, down arrow to Verify, retype the password, tab to OK, and press
Enter.

7. If:
The Setup program finds a valid IP address for this host, the following prompt is displayed.
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Press Enter if you want to use this IP and avoid changing your network settings.
Tab to Yes and press Enter If you want to change the IP configuration found on the host.
You are using an SSH connection, the following warning is displayed.

Press Enter to close warning prompt. The Setup Program found an IP configuration and you
chose to use it, the Update Repository prompt is displayed. Go to step 12 to and complete the
installation.
The Setup Program did not find an IP configuration or if you chose to change the existing IP
configuration, the Network Configuration prompt is displayed.

Tab to OK and press Enter to use Static IP.
If you want to use DHCP, down arrow to 2 Use DHCP and press Enter.
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8. The Network Configuration prompt is displayed.

Down arrow to the network interface you want, tab to OK, and press Enter. If you do not
want to continue, tab to Exit.

9. The Static IP Configuration prompt is displayed.

Type the configuration values (using the down arrow to move from field to field), tab to OK,
and press Enter.

10. If you do not complete all the required fields, an All fields are required error message is
displayed (Primary DNS Server, Secondary DNS Server, and Local Domain Name fields
are not required.)
If you use the wrong syntax or character length for any of the fields, an Invalid field-name
error message is displayed.

Caution: If you select DNS Server, make sure that the DNS Server is correct and the host
can access it before proceeding with the install.

11. The Update Repository prompt is displayed.
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Press Enter to choose the Local Repo on the NW Server.
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12. To:

l Apply the standard firewall configuration, press Enter.

l Disable the standard configuration, tab to Yes and press Enter.
The Disable firewall prompt is displayed.

The disable firewall configuration confirmation prompt is displayed.

Tab to Yes and press Enter to confirm (press Enter to use standard firewall
configuration).

13. The Start Install prompt is displayed.

Press Enter to install 11.1 on the NW Server.
When "Installation complete" is displayed, you have installed the 11.1.0.0 NW Server on this
host.

Note: Ignore the hash code errors similar to the errors shown in the following screen shot
that are displayed when you initiate the nwsetup-tui command. Yum does not use MD5
for any security operations so they do not affect the system security.
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Log in to NetWitness Suite

1. Log in to RSA NetWitness Suite.

2. Go to Administration > Hosts.

The New Hosts dialog is displayed with the host VMs that you created in Azure.

3. Select the hosts that you want to enable.

The Enable menu option becomes active.

4. Click Enable.

5. Select the host you enabled.

6. Click and select the component you deployed in Azure (for example, Event

Stream Analysis). For more information, see the Hosts and Services Getting Started Guide
for Version 11.1.
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